
DCAT Meeting Agenda September 10, 2013

Attendees

Iryna Kuchma - eIFL.net
Jim Ottaviani - University of Michigan
Maureen Walsh - The Ohio State University
Sarah Potvin - Texas A&M University
Valorie Hollister - DuraSpace

Time
10:00am Eastern/14:00 UTC

Dial-in

We will use the international conference call dial-in. Please follow directions below.

U.S.A/Canada toll free: 866-740-1260, participant code: 2257295
International toll free: http://www.readytalk.com/intl

Use the above link and input 2257295 and the country you are calling from to get your country's toll-free dial in #
Once on the call, enter participant code 2257295

Discussion Topics

  Topic Discussion 
leader

1 News / announcements / events, etc.

News
AVAILABLE: Sept. 2013 Issue of Library of Congress Digital Preservation Newsletter
CALL for Posters: Aligning National Approaches to Digital Preservation II (ANADPII), Barcelona
Webometrics institutional repository ranking July 2013 - by Bram from @mire
DSpace Committers Announce a December 2013 Release Date for DSpace 4.0
University of Namibia Scholarly Repository Boosts Research Visibility
Open Repository Welcomes First South American Institutional Repository Client
Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) Releases Project Open Data Website
Fifty-six DSpace Repositories in India
New DSpace@MIT Look: In Support of One Million Downloads a Month

Other Notes 
Sponsorship update - will be closing out 2013 campaign in October 

Events 
ETD 2013, Sept 23-26 in Hong Kong
EDUCASE Annual Conference, October 15-18 in Anaheim, California
Open Access Week, October 21-27
2013 DLF Forum, November 4-6 in Austin, Texas
Fall 2013 CNI Membership Meeting, December 9-10 in Washington, D.C.
Open Repositories 2014, June 9-13 in Helsinki, Finland

Other?
 

Val

http://www.readytalk.com/intl
http://duraspace.org/available-sept-2013-issue-library-congress-digital-preservation-newsletter
http://duraspace.org/call-posters-aligning-national-approaches-digital-preservation-ii-anadpii-barcelona
http://atmire.com/website/?q=content/webometrics-institutional-repository-ranking-july-2013
http://duraspace.org/dspace-committers-announce-december-2013-release-date-dspace-40
http://duraspace.org/university-namibia-scholarly-repository-boosts-research-visibility
http://duraspace.org/open-repository-welcomes-first-south-american-institutional-repository-client
http://duraspace.org/office-science-and-technology-policy-ostp-releases-project-open-data-website
http://duraspace.org/fifty-six-dspace-repositories-india
http://duraspace.org/new-dspacemit-look-support-one-million-downloads-month
http://lib.hku.hk/etd2013/about.html
http://www.educause.edu/annual-conference
http://www.openaccessweek.org/
http://www.diglib.org/forums/2013forum/
http://www.cni.org/events/membership-meetings/
http://or2014.helsinki.fi/


2 JIRA review

DS-1602 (Ivan/cmtr request fro DCAT input): Some metadata is not exported through OAI with oai_dc - "We'd love to hear 
comments from the DC standardization working group in DCAT about what is actually needed in this respect, in light of the 
proposed migrations. (Note: this will affect also other metadataPrefixes besides oai_dc, but DCAT doesn't have to worry 
about that.)"
DS-1204 : Submissions page should display Workflow Tasks before Archived (Ivan/cmtr request fro DCAT input)
Submissions
DS-1453 : repository content analysis - "(Ivan/cmtr request fro DCAT input) This issue serves to collect requirements from 
repository managers and DCAT about what kinds of reports they would like to see in a proposed content analysis module. 
It has been often requested, but almost no requirements have been stated so far."
DS- 824 (Jim Ottaviani, code review in process?): Request Copy function for XMLUI; would allow author of item to give 
viewing privs to restricted item
Any others?

 

Val, Jim

3 Metadata project

Need DCAT input on metadata tools / ideas for tools 
MetadataMapper tool - testing BEFORE Richard commits code? (in comments section Proposal to Update DC 

)Registry and Add DCTERMS Registry
Web service add-on to remotely query and profile the metadata usage -  list all defined schema and within each 
schema, list all the defined metadata fields and how much they are used. Include the ability to 'harvest' these profiles 
from all participating sites, and combine the results (kind of like OAI-PMH harvesting) to get an aggregate picture of 

metadata usage. (in comments section Proposal to Update DC Registry and Add DCTERMS Registry)
Need DCAT input on process / next steps?

Starting with the following project chunks: https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/DSPACE
/Phase+1+Project+Chunks

validate preliminary DC mapping
validate the phases/stagings - are all phases necessary/make sense: Proposal to Update 
DC Registry and Add DCTERMS Registry

Metadata team to clear up DC mapping
Get more people/teams to review / refine mapping and project phases
Set up review group meetings (aka task & finish group)

Volunteers/possible volunteers
Any good DC conference contacts (Sarah P?)
Possible: Jessica Lindholm from Univ of Malmo, Sweden metadata expert
Volunteers to date: Monica Rivero < >, Asako Shiba < >, Yanan Zhao <monica.p.rivero@rice.edu shiba@hawaii.edu yjz.

>online@gmail.com

Maureen, 
Sarah, Amy, 
Bram

 

Discussion Notes/References

1) News

Advanced DSpace training at Texas A&M - only open to Texas or now until perfected, hope to offer another session in January

 

2) JIRA review

DS-1602 (Ivan/cmtr request fro DCAT input): Some metadata is not exported through OAI with oai_dc - "We'd love to hear comments from the DC 
standardization working group in DCAT about what is actually needed in this respect, in light of the proposed migrations. (Note: this will affect also 
other metadataPrefixes besides oai_dc, but DCAT doesn't have to worry about that.)"

Elin: I think needs for OAI output on DC depends on the fields. It would be useful to see a list of the fields that are currently not included? 
If a list is not available, then a general fix that enables all DC fields to be exported would be preferred. 

Ivan: I can tell you the list of all fields currently included. Fields not included would be those which 
have been locally defined and one intentionally excluded (dc.description.provenance) administrative fie
ld. If anything else is missing, it's an omission we should fix. Following Sarah Potvin's comment in Jira, 
I accepted the change. This was the actual change: https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/258/files. 
So you can see the current list of published oai_dc metadata (after the change) here: https://github.
com/DSpace/DSpace/blob/master/dspace/config/crosswalks/oai/metadataFormats/oai_dc.xsl. I'm not 
so familiar with the proposed set of metadata fields that should be in 4.0, so if any metadata field from 
4.0 is missing in oai_dc.xsl (which is a mapping of DSpace metadata to oai_dc), we should add it
ACTION: Maureen: will walk through it to make sure everything is included, will review and post 
feedback on JIRA issue 

https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-1602
https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-1204
https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-1453
https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-824
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/Proposal+to+Update+DC+Registry+and+Add+DCTERMS+Registry
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/Proposal+to+Update+DC+Registry+and+Add+DCTERMS+Registry
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/Proposal+to+Update+DC+Registry+and+Add+DCTERMS+Registry
https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/DSPACE/Phase+1+Project+Chunks
https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/DSPACE/Phase+1+Project+Chunks
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/Proposal+to+Update+DC+Registry+and+Add+DCTERMS+Registry
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/Proposal+to+Update+DC+Registry+and+Add+DCTERMS+Registry
mailto:monica.p.rivero@rice.edu
mailto:shiba@hawaii.edu
mailto:yjz.online@gmail.com
mailto:yjz.online@gmail.com
https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-1602
https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pull/258/files
https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/blob/master/dspace/config/crosswalks/oai/metadataFormats/oai_dc.xsl
https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/blob/master/dspace/config/crosswalks/oai/metadataFormats/oai_dc.xsl


DS-1204 (Ivan/cmtr request fro DCAT input): Submissions page should display Workflow Tasks before Archived Submissions
Elin: I don't know the xml UI very well, however this seems to indicate that you get a listing of submissions and archived submissions at 
the top (unlike the JSP UI). For users who submit a lot, I think this would get in the way so agree that a shift towards the bottom of the 
page would make sense.
Discussed and while viewed as low priority DCAT suggests the tasks move to the top: 

Tasks You Own 
Tasks in the Pool 

Unfinished Submissions 
Archived Submissions 
Submissions Being Reviewed

ACTION: Val to post summary of DCAT discussion 
DS-1453 (Ivan/cmtr request fro DCAT input): repository content analysis - "This issue serves to collect requirements from repository managers 
and DCAT about what kinds of reports they would like to see in a proposed content analysis module. It has been often requested, but almost no 
requirements have been stated so far."

if we had a content analysis module what reports would we like to see?
Maureen and Sarah P saw some content modules built outside of DSpace at a preso at OR - Terry Brady from Georgetown (http://or2013

).net/sessions/focus-your-content-not-ingesting-your-content
not sure how it fits with other curation tasks

ACTION: Val will post summary of preliminary start DCAT discussion on JIRA issue and also post a 
msg to DCAT list to encourage members to create a bucket list of what they would like to see

DS- 824 (Jim Ottaviani, code review in process?): Request Copy function for XMLUI; would allow author of item to give viewing privs to restricted 
item

code developed by Univ of Minho code - JSP, now XML working (at UofM)
some support/need to allow for item to be in middle ground state of open and embargoed - someone can find it, but the bitstream not 
immediately available for download - alerts author that someone is interested in it, author can chose to have DSpace deliver a copy of it
addresses institution limited access
allows for posting of some journal versions of articles depending on how agreements are written
turned on by invoking metadata in config - presence of values in fields triggers the action
per the JIRA issue, some work has been done on some code at Texas, Sarah P. can see some functionality in test repository
Jim would like to implement w/o improvements in Brian's comments (not automatically email file, create temporary group permission so 
file can be downloaded from DSpace in case files are really large), code for improvements not done  
ACTION: Sarah to contact Texas developers to see if any further work has been done and also solicit possible resource to help review 
Univ of Minho/UofM code, Jim will f/u with Ivan to see what help (from Texas or others) may be useful

Any others?

3) Metadata project

Val wonders if it make any sense to have another project chunk for creating and implementing admin schema? Is it discret enough or too many 
dependancies – probably – but not sure if it makes sense to implement yet
Val proposes that we have regular monthly metadata team mtg to keep moving project forward 
Sarah P attended the DCMI conference last week

conference more about metadata standards and practices rather than narrowly focused on DCMI

spoke with Diane Hillman - asked about some specifics in our proposal, specially having 2 metadata 
schemas at once, will email to confirm understanding
Diane recommended Sarah chat with Tom Baker at DCMI who might be able to help find other 
resources to help review proposal
DCMI conference will be in Austin in Oct 2014 - could use conference to get feedback on our project, 
depending on where we are 

ACTION: Val to propose mtg days/times for 2 weeks from now 

 

 

 

 

Actions Items 

Action Item Assignee Deadline

DS-1602 Some metadata is not exported through OAI with oai_dc - review and post feedback on JIRA issue Maureen  

DS-1204 Submissions page should display Workflow Tasks before Archived Submissions - post summary of DCAT 
discussion/recommendations 

Val DONE

DS-1453 repository content analysis - post summary of preliminary DCAT discussion on JIRA issue and also post a 
msg to DCAT list to encourage members to create a bucket list of what they would like to see

Val, ALL  

https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-1204
https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-1453
http://or2013.net/sessions/focus-your-content-not-ingesting-your-content
http://or2013.net/sessions/focus-your-content-not-ingesting-your-content
https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-824
https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-1602
https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-1204
https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-1453


DS- 824 Request Copy function for XMLUI - Sarah to contact Texas developers to see if any further work has been 
done and also solicit possible resource to help review Univ of Minho/UofM code, Jim will f/u with Ivan to see what 
help (from Texas or others) may be useful

Sarah P. , Jim  

Set mtg for metadata team  Val in process

Metadata project - prepping for review group

fix references to preliminary mappings on proposal page - make easier to find?
add link to OR13 preso on proposal page
clean up the preliminary DC mapping

Metadata team - 
Sarah P., Bram, 
Amy, Maureen

 

Metadata project - research / brainstorm on recruiting

look at other applications using DC - Omeka uses unqualified DC, others?
think about / ask others about who could participate in review groups

ALL  

https://jira.duraspace.org/browse/DS-824
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